
AN ANALYSIS OF THE SHORT STORY THE PIT AND THE PENDULUM BY

EDGAR ALLAN POE

A summary of â€œThe Pit and the Pendulumâ€• () in Edgar Allan Poe's Poe's Short Stories. An unnamed narrator
opens the story by revealing that he has been.

Yet that did not make the narrator's brushes with imminent death any less overwhelming or exhausting. In
terms of realistic fiction, this sudden, unprepared-for rescue would be condemned as artificial or as being
forced and contrived. Then his senses cut out, and he is filled with a shock-like sensation and the figures
around him turn into angel-like ghosts. What seems a very unnatural circumstance, produces a very natural
human response and it is witnessing the human condition awaiting death that causes horror and impatience for
the reader. Charles Baudelaire , a French poet who translated Poe's works into French and who viewed Poe as
an inspiration, said that the building on the site of the Old Jacobin Club had no gates and, therefore, no
inscription. After watching the rats for about thirty minutes, he again looks at the pendulum and is horrified to
realize that the sweep has increased considerably and even more disturbing, it has descended. He faints. He
finishes the circuit and, having counted his steps, he estimates the circumference of the cell to be about fifty
yards, although he is unable to ascertain the shape of the prison. This concept often appears in Poe's fiction
â€” that is, a person will be physically dead, but he will still retain the mental ability to know things after the
death of the physical body. In addition, the protagonist's oversensitivity and tendency towards introspection
contribute to making him a sympathetic victim rather than a deserving prisoner. He realizes quickly that
something has changed in his prison and finds the source of the cell's light at a fissure at the base of the walls.
To his dismay, he concludes that in the center of the prison there exists a circular pit. He remarks that he has
overestimated its size, most likely having duplicated his steps during his explorations. He lays still, terrified to
open his eyes, not knowing what state he is in. At first the prisoner thinks that he is locked in a tomb, but then
he discovers that he is in a cell. He tries in vain to look through it. He leaves the edge in a fit of tears. The
pendulum is immediately withdrawn, thus making it apparent that his every action has been observed. When
he wakes up the next time, he finds the prison dimly lit. As he is about to fall in, however, he hears voices and
trumpets as the walls return suddenly to their normal shape. The walls retreat. He discovers a stone wall and
tears off a rag from his robe in order to mark a starting point so that he will know when he has
circumnavigated the room. He inches his way across the floor but soon trips on the scrap of fabric and falls.
First, it leads us to identify strongly with the narrator's confusion and fear of the unknown. Analyse the Pit and
the Pendulum and you find an appeal to the nerves by tawdry physical affrightments. Summary Analysis The
story begins at the moment the narrator of "Pit and Pendulum" is sentenced to death at the time of the Catholic
Inquisition. After drinking, he immediately falls asleep again and imagines that the water must have been
drugged. As the blade swings closer, he waits in a frenzied anguish for the blade to begin fraying his robes and
vainly struggles to free his arm. He decides to explore. The narrative examines the physical and emotional
fluctuations of the pure present, leaving historical and moral judgments to us. After a moment, the narrator
notices that the pendulum is actually not an image and is in fact a pendulum sweeping slowly from side to side
over a small trajectory.


